TIGMI

TIGMI
Deep sofa

Design by Jean - Marie Massaud | Item code: 076018 | Weight 32 kg / 71 lbs | Volume 2,35 m³/83 cu ft | COM (Customer Own Material): 7,40 m /10.50 yd (plain fabric only)
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Collection: Named for a Berber word meaning both “house” and “shadow,” TIGMI by Jean- Marie Massaud is an
uncommonly deep sofa with an easy-to -remove woven roof. One of the most comfortable pieces DEDON has ever
created, it features two layers of cushions — a thick outer layer that can be left outdoors and a pillowy inner layer that’s
easy to take in and store.
Deep sofa: The TIGMI dee p sofa has a lightweight layer of cushions on top for easy removal and a quick- dry layer
underneath for leaving outdoors.
Frame: Aluminum
Finishing: Electrostatic powder- coated
Characteristics: Innovative, inviting, luxuriously comfortable, protective, practical
Options: This item is available with roof.
Frame Maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water.
Cushion Maintenance: All cushion covers can be removed and washed.
Color Standard

Additional Items

Fabrics

Item code: 95076018
098
lipari

Cover

Please see Fabric Options Fact Sheet

To learn more about DEDON, our collections and warranty policy, please visit our website –
www.dedon.de
0116

TIGMI

Deep sofa with roof (removable)
Design by Jean - Marie Massaud | Item code: 076019 | Weight 70 kg /154 lbs | Volume 5,6 m³/196 cu ft | COM (Customer Own Material): 7,40 m /10.50 yd (plain fabric only)
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Collection: Named for a Berber word meaning both “house” and “shadow,” TIGMI by Jean- Marie Massaud is an
uncommonly deep sofa with an easy-to -remove woven roof. One of the most comfortable pieces DEDON has ever
created, it features two layers of cushions — a thick outer layer that can be left outdoors and a pillowy inner layer that’s
easy to take in and store.
Deep sofa with roof: The TIGMI dee p sofa with roof has two layers of cushions and a sheltering roof that conveniently
attaches without tools.
Frame: Aluminum
Finishing: The roof and the base are electrostatic powder-coated in a compatible light color. The roof is additionally
woven with DEDON fiber.
Characteristics: Innovative, inviting, luxuriously comfortable, protective, practical
Options: This item is available without roof.
Frame Maintenance: Clean with a soft cloth and warm water.
Cushion Maintenance: All cushion covers can be removed and washed.
Fiber Standard

Additional Items

Fabrics

Item code: 95076018
002
lipari +
natural roof

083
lipari +
chalk roof

Cover

Please see Fabric Options Fact Sheet

To learn more about DEDON, our collections and warranty policy, please visit our website –
www.dedon.de
0116

